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ABSTRACT

Determination of nuclear fuel burn-up ia Important for fual

management, fual development and evaluation of fual performance.

Determination of burn-up using a atabla fiaaion product
148•onltor ouch aa Nd and heavy elements, determined by isotope dilution

maaa apsctronrotry gives the moat accureta data. This report daacribaa

the work carried out to standardise the conditions for burn-up

determination and aone typical results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The term burn-up ia used to denote tha total amount of thermal

energy released by a given amount of fuel during its life in a reactor.

It is most commonly expressed in units of megawatt day/tonne

(PlutO/tonne). Since practically all the energy liberated in a nuclear

fuel ie due to the fission process, the number of fissions which have

taken place in the fuel ia also a measure of its burn-up. Thus, burn-up

can bo expressed in terms of "atom percent fission", defined as the

number of fiaaions uhich have taken place per hundred heavy element

atoms (of mass greater than 225) initially present in the fuel. The

225 mass limitation is used to ensure that all fissile and fertile atoms

likely to be present in the fuel are included . .

Atom percent fission is a convenient measure of burn-up from

the point of view of most irradiation measurements as well aa burn-up

codes where we first arrive at tha number of fissions and not the ervev-jv

released. Atom percent fission ia, of course, related to MuJD/tonne by a

constant factor uhich ia dependent on the fissioning nuclide, the

nature of the fual and the propertias of tha reactor system. For

example, for a boiling water reactor of tha type we hava at Tarspur atom

percent fission can ba convartsd to MulO/tonne* of U by multiplying

• 1 tonne • 1000 kg .

Tha factor ia obviously different if short ton (» 2000 lba) ia used.
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by 9.6 x 103.

Burn-up data is important in fuel management as wall as in

fuel development, especially in the evaluation of fuel performance. For

purposes of fuel management, burn-up information for each fual subassembly

is required and this is obtained by calculations using suitable burn-up

codes. However, the validity of these codes must be checked by

experimental measurements.

In fuel development, the interest is in the maximum burn*up

that a fuel can be taken to before it fails. Failure occurs due to the

loss of integrity of thB fuel either through clad rupture or centre line

melting. The failures may arise from fuel-clad, coolant-clad and fuel-

coolant interactions, from thermal cycling or from ths redistribution of

pores, oxygen, uranium and plutonium under the influence of the radial

thermal gradient. All these processes are, in turn, related to burn-up

and, therefore, burn-up measurement forms an integral part of all post-

irradiation studies.

Burn-up measurements are important in nuclear material

accounting also. The heavy element inventory in a spent fusl as well

as its fission product content and ths radiation leval can be related to

this parameter. Thus, burn-up gives a measure for assessing the value

of tha spent.fuel and the hazards associated with its handling and

transportation.

Post irradiation measurements for burn-up can be carried out

using destructive and non-dastructiva techniques. Non-destructive methods
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take advantage or ths Tact that gamma-ray intensity dua to a suitable

fission product iaotopa la proportional to tha burn-up. This method

ia particularly advantageous, in the relative measurements such aa in

the gamma scanning technique to obtain the axial distribution of burn-up

in a fuol pin. Houawer, the non-destructive method does not give

absolute valuas of burn-up nor ia the accuracy very high.

In the destructive method, a sample of the fuel is dissolved

and ths measurement is carried out on an aliquot of this solution. There

are tuo ways of obtaining atom percent fission: (1) from the changes in

the abundances of heavy element isotopes and (2) from the concentration

of a suitable fission product isotope relative to those of heavy element

isotopas. For reasons that are discussed elasewhere in this report, a

stable fission product is preferred to a radioactive one. Hence, both

these destructive methods involve mass spectromatric measurements.

This report describes tha uork carried out to standardise the

conditions for burn-up determination in metallic and ceramic fuels.

2. PRINCIPLE

2.1 Burn-up Measurement from tha Changes in Heavy Element laptopic
Abundances

When a fuel is irradiated in a reactor tha abundances of heavy

element isotopas change as a result of neutron capture and fission, from

these changes one can deduce the number of fissions that have taken

place, isotope. 23*U, 235U, 2 3 6U, 23BU, 238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu. 2 4 1Pu and

242
Pu are present whan natural or slightly enriched uranium ia irradiated

238
in reactors. U is present ia bulk quantity to start with and its
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change due to captuca or fission may be considered relatively insigni-

ficant for thermal reactor fuels. For all practical jkurpoaaa it can bs

assumed that amount of U remains constant doring irradiation. Thus,

' ' 235
atom percent fission due to U (Fg) is computed either from the

depletion of U and growth of U as shown in aquation (1) or from

235
the depletion of . U alone as in equation (2).

(D

F5 " WB <R5/B - R5/8> •* (2

_ _

o 2?°

uhara N. refer to initial abundance of U. R5yQ and Rg»- refer to

atom ratios of 2 3 5U/ 2 3 8U and 2 3 6U/ 2 3 6U reepectiwely. Superscripts 'D's

and primes refer to atom ratios before and sfter irradiation and o(5
235

is the oapturs-to-Maeion cross section ratio of U.

Ulth th«l increase in exposure time in the reactor the isotopes

239 241

Pu add Pu also contribute significantly towards total fissions.

Atom percent fission due to these isotopes are computed from the growth of

different plutonium isotopes as shown in expressions (3) and (4).

Fg A

F - Na B 1
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uhers Rg/8» Rwfl and R«,fl rsfsr t» itm uatios
 24OPu/238U, 2*1Pu/23BU and

242 >238
Pu/ U respectively and o< _ and o(. ara captura-to-fisaion crpas

239 241section ratios of Pu and Pu respectively.

Total atom percent fiaslon is given by

FT . F 5 + Fg • F,

236(nsglecting fast fiasiona dua to U)

As saan from the above expressions only iaotopio composition

data bsfors and after irradiation are nsceasary to compute F- while data

for both Pu/U concentration ratio and iaotopic compositions of plutonium

and uranium after irradiation are required for evaluating Fg and F ^

(laaa spectromatrio techniques provide accurate value for these parametsrs.

Accuracy of ths data for atom percent fission ?"• determined by

this Method will depend on the magnitude of changes In ths ratios before

and after irradiation and on the uncertainty in the capture-to-fission

cross section ratios* Under lou burn-up the changes in isotopic abundances

are rather small and hence the error in measuring these chsngss will be

fairly large. Moreover, fiasion-to-capture ratios needed for calculations

are not always accurately known and this parameter is sensitive to

neutron energy.

2.2 Burn-up Measurement using a Fission Product Monitor

Total number of fissions is determined most accurately by

measuring the concentration of a selected fission product and dividing

by its fractional fisaion yield. Thus, atom percent fission can be
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sxpreased aa

N /Y

uhere N , N_ and H refer to total number of uranium atoms, total

number of plutonium atoms and number or fisalon product isotope x in

ths Irradiated specimen. Y la the fractional fisaion yield of x. The

denominator In thia oxpreasion represents, to the nsareat approximation,

total number pf heavy element atoma initially present.

Radioactive fission products, although can be readily

aatimatad by radiochamical techniquos, have limitations aa monitors

bacauaa of uncertainties in data regarding decay achsmee, half lives and

irradiation history. All these uncertainties are removed once a stable or

long-lived fiaaion product isotope is selected aa the monitor. In view

of the fact that the residence time of the fuel la five years in BUR1 a

and 2 years In PHWfl'e and assuming a cooling time of about a year, the

only radioactive fission product which does not require substantial decay
137eorreotion is Cs (30 Y). However, cesium la known to migrate in the

fuel. The other possible candidates sre U 4 C e (285 d) and 105Ru (1 Y);

but these would require substantial decay correction involving the

detailed irradiation history of the fuel. Further ruthenium is not s

wsll behaved fission product from the chemical point of view.

An ideal fission product monitor should have the following

characteristics*

1) The monitor or ita precueaor* should not migrate

significantly in tho fuel.
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2) It nhould be stable or long-lived while its percussors

should be short-liued compared to irradiation and cooling period.

3) It should have low formation and burn-out cross

sections.

4) Its fission yiald should bet independent of neutron energy.

5) Its yiald in the fissions of major fissile nuclides must

be nuarly equal.

. .. »6) It Qhould not be a constituent of the unirradiated fuel.

7) Reliable analytical methods muot be available for its

determination in various fuels. Methods independent of chemical yields

are preferred.

Depending on the type of fuel and the reactor, it is possible

to choose a monitor which satisfies tha above criteria. For natural or

235
slightly enriched uranium fuellod thermal reactors, inhere U and

239
Pu are the major sources of fission, stable fission product isotope

Nd has proved to be the best monitor satisfying all tha characteristics

1 2 148 142

listed above '. moreover, Nd, being shielded by C«, is not

produced in fission and hence this isotope can be monitorsd simultaneously

Tor correcting for natural neodymium, if any. The concentrations of

heavy elements end tha monitor have to be determined very accurately

in the irradiated fuel. Because of tha difficulties in quantitative

separations of heavy elements and the monitor from a host of other

fission products, an analytical method based on isotope dilution is

employed. Isotope dilution mass spactrometry provias the most

reliable and accurate nsthod for these measurements.
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In triple isotope dilution mast ^>ectromatry an aliquot of

a solution of the irradiated specimen is mixed with a triple spike
4 I A O*t*X 9A9

mixture (mixbure of isotope diluents Nd, U and Pu in known

relative concentrations)* After naceseary chamioal separation,

mass apactrometric analysis is carried out for uranium, plutoniu* and
233 23S 242 239

neodymium. Changes in the atom ratios of L)/ U, Pu/ Pu and

Nd/ Nd from those in the ur.spiksd sample glues the concentration.

It will be evident from the expressions given in Section 4 that the

atom percent fission F- Is independent of the weights of the spike

mixture and the sample solution. Therefore, quantitative aliquotlng

is not necessary and this fact is very important particularly during

handling highly radioactive solutions. Class spectrometric techniques,

being very sensitive, need only a vary email amount of sample for

analysis (fraction of s microgram) and hence pose minimum radiation

hazard for handling.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

Fleasurements were carried out on throe samples of irradiated

fuel exposed to different bum-up levels,

3*1 Dissolution

The irradiated fuel piece uaa dissolved in 1t1 HN03 in a

shielded facility. In order to bring down the radiation level, aubaaquant

operations mere carried out with diluted solutions. Initial stages of

chemical separation were carried out behind a lead shielding call set up

in a fumehood.
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3.2 Praparatlon or Triple Spike Solution and its Calibration

An iaotopa diluent qualifying as a spike must be a stable or

long lived and should bs enriched in the isotope which is preferably the

233 242least abundant in tha st.npla. U and Pu meet these criteria and

hence are normally used aa spikes for the estimation of uranium and

plutonium raspactivaly. Neodymium-142, not being produced in fission)

qualifies as an ideal spike for the estimation of fission product

neodymium-148.

A triple spike mixture containing U, Pu and Nd was

prepared 'by mixing individual spikes in suitable amounts so that

concentrations of U, Pu and Nd in the final mixture mere

235 239 148
roughly equivalent to the concentrations of U, Pu anc" Nd in

Uia sample solution. The spike mixture uas calibrated mass spectrometrically

233 242
agatiot primary standardst U against SRN-950 U_Og, Pu against

SRM-949C Pu metal and Nd against specpura Nd_O_.

3.3 Mix!no mith Isotope Diluents

Aliquots of diluted sample solution and triple spike solution

were mixed so that the atom ratios 233U/235U, 242Pu/239Pu and i42Nd/149Nd

ware nearly unity in tha mixture on the basis of tha best available

estimate of burn-up. Chemical exchange batwaan the isotopes of tha

sampla and the spike in tha resulting mixture was ensured by treating

with reducing and oxidising agents. For tha determination of atom

porcont fission or Pu/U ratio one need not mix weighed aliquota of

sample and splko mixture.
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3.4 Ion Exchange Saparatlon

Aftar ensuring chamioal axchanga tha resulting mixture was

subjected to different atagee or ion axchanga separation. In tha first

atage uranium and plutonium wsra eaparatad fro* tha host of fission

products by anion oxchanga procedures using nltrio acid of different

concentrations for loading and elution. flare earths ware separated in

Stags II from tha affluent in Stage I and finally naodymium was purified

from other rare earths in Stage III using anion exchange aaparation

tachniqua in mixed solvent HNO,-CH,0H of various compoaitions. The ion

axchanga separation schants enployad for tha separation and purification

of uranium, plutonium and nsodyniun is given in the Appendix. Purified

portions were kept for maae-spsctromstric analysis*

For determining iaotopic compositions, uranium*,plutonium and

naodymlum ware ssparsted in pur a fractions from the Sample, solutions

(unspiksd) using tha same ion axchanga procedures *s dascribad abova.

3*5 fiass Spectrometer

Tha instrument uasd for the analysis ia a mass spectrometer with

a multiple filament thermionic source. It ia a single focussing mass

epsctromefer in which tha maas spectrum is obtained by acaning tha

magnetic field* Tha radius of curvature of tha ion beam ic 21*4 cm with

a deflection angle of 90°. For ion detection, either a Faraday Cup with

a vibrating raad electrometer or a aacondary electron Multiplier with a

O.C. amplifier ia used. Tha output drivaa a potentiometric atrip

chart recorder or can ba fad simultaneously to a TOC-312 on U n a computer.
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3.6 Mass Discrimination Factor (DDF)

ufhen the secondary electron multiplier system is used for ion

detection, the instrument has a small bias towards lighter masses due to

mass discrimination effects. Therefore* for any mass spectrometric

analysis, the instrument has to be calibrated against isotopic standards.

Tho mass discrimination factor (PDF) for plutonium and uranium isotopes

was determined by comparing experimentally measured isotopic abundances

of SRJ1 Isotopic standards of plutonium and uranium obtained from the

National Bureau of Standards, U.S.A. This factor mas 1.0036 par atomic

masa unit in the raaes range 233-242. MOF for neodymium isotopes was

established by experimentally measuring, the isotopic composition of

natural neodyraium and comparing with the data generally accepted in

literature.. The factor wss found to be 1.0056 per atomic mass unit in the

mass range 142-150.

3.7 Mass Soectrometric Analysis of Uranium and Plutonium

A smajl portion from the purified solution was loaded on to

the vaporisation .tape of the double filament assembly. Detailed procedure

of analysis is given elsewhere . Spiked samples mere analysed for the

ratios 2 3 3U/ 2 3 5U and- 242Pu/239Pu ratios in the cases of uranium and

Plutonium respectively whereas the unspiked ones were analysed for all the

isotopes of uranium and plutonium. Isotopic composition data in the case

pf a low burn-up oxide fuel specimen is given in Table 1.

3.S Mass Spectrowetric Analysis of Neodymium

A small portion from the' purified neodyniun solution was loaded
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on to thu vaporisation tape of this double filament assembly. The

ionisaticn tapa and vaporisation tape ware heated by passing a current

of 5.5 to 6 A end about 1.8 A respectively. Tha interfering rare earths

which, normally may accompany noodymlum during the ion exchange

&. i«ration are cerium, promethium, praseodymium and samarium. There

should not be any interference at the meaaes 142 and 143. Tha

142 148interfering isotopes at these masses aru Ca and Sm. Ufa have not

encountered and Sm during mass apectromatric analysis as no Sm was

142
observed, but tracos of Ce was always detected. Cerium evaporates

at a faster rate compared to noodymium from tha vaporlaation tape.

Therefore, the sample tapa was heated for long time at 2 A and in this

process the traces of cerium evaporated preferentially. Complete

evaporation uias ensured by monitoring ' Ce which is always more abundant

142than Ce. Actual measurements were carried out when there was no

peak at mass 140. Thia way the mass spectra for both spiked and unspiked

noodymium mere obtained. Figures (1) and (2) give the apoctra before

and after cerium evaporation respectively.

4. CALCULATIONS

4.1 from Changes in the Heavy Elamont laotooic Abundances

235 239 241
Atom porcent fission due to U, Pu and Pu were calculated

using tha expression given in section 2.1. The plutonium to uranium (Pu/U)

concentration ratio required for computing atom percent fission due to

239 241
Pu and Pu were obtained, using the expression given in section 4.2

bolou.
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4«2 Uelnq "*"Nd ae a Burn-up Monitor

Concentration of uranium and plutonium can be expressed by a

generel formula•

C -

A? ( i )

(U or

- fli/J

1 -
VJ

VJ

(7)

where 'C'e, ' R J / I ' 8 and We refer to concentration (atoma/gm of eolution),

iaotoplc ratios of the ith to J th isotopa and weights respectively.

The superscripts (H, T and S refer to mixture, spike 'Ctracer) and sample

respectively* A.(i) refere to atom fraction of ith isotope of the element

in the sample.

For uranium

i « 238

J - 233

148..

For plutonium

i - 239

J • 242

Concentration of Nd/gm of solution is given by

C"148 C142 x
corr. 7S a C 14B us

where C,,-- i s tho concentration of Nd in spike mixture, (RA/9^eorr
148the atom ratio of fission product Nd corrected for natural
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contamination ( Nd, being shielded by Co, is not produced in

fission and, hence, is used as a monitor for natural contamination).

Correction for natural contamination is achieved using the formula

<B2/8>corr. - R5/8 * „ " ^ . <"!/. " B2/8> " <*>
R2/8 " R2/8

R2/B * Nd^ Nd natucal ratio.

All other terms have the same significance as above.

Atom parcent fission (F-) is given, by

FT . C 1 4 8 / Y U 8 ^ x 100 .. (10)

CU + CPo + C148 / V W B

where Y 1 4 8 is fractional fission yield of
 148Nd « 0.0166*5*.

It is evident from expression (10) that atom percent fission

(FT) is independent of weights of sample and spike solutions.

S. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSIONS

Oats on the isotopic composition of uranium and plutonium

before and after irradiation for sample number 1 and 2 are given in

Table 1. Atom percent fissions due to 235U, Z39Pu and 241Pu computed

from these data are given in Table 2. Table 3 givee the data on the

148
total atom percent fission determined by using Nd as the fission

monitor.
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235
Tha changa in tha abundance of U which makaa tha major

contribution towarda total burn-up ia vary anall for aampie numbera 1

and 2. Moreover, the uncertainty on tha determination of absolute

abundance in tha range 0«7 too.5 is also more. Therefore, the accuracies

of tha burn-up data derived from the changes in the abundancea of heavy

element are laaa than that obtained by using Nd as burn^jp monitor.

t ' 14B
The relative standard deviation of tha]burn-up data using Nd

aa burn-up monitor ia of tha ordar of \%r the accuracy could be somsuhat

poorer than this mainly on account of the uncertainties in the fission

yield value of Nd. The overall accuracy is estimated to be around 2jt

considering tha uncertainty in fission yield value and tha maximum

poesible errors in the' estimation of U, Pu and Nd.

In order to establish the sensitivity of Nd method a feu

determinations ware carried out on very low sample aizes. Fifth and sixth

determinations for sample number .1, aa ah own in Table 3, correspond to

sarnie amount containing about 100 nanogram of fisaion product Nd.

This suggests that a burn-up aa low as 100 PlUO/tonns of uranium can be

determined within the quoted accuracy.
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Table 1

ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF URANIUM AMD PLUTONIUM

Atom percent

Sample 234 235 236 2 3 ^ 239pu 24Opu 241 p u 242pu
IMO •

Befora 0.005 0.72 - 39.28 -
irradiation

1 * After 0.005 0.593 0.0196 99.382 92.35 6.99 0.624 0.0357
irradiation

Before 0.005 0.72 - 99.28 -
irradiation

2 * After 0.005 0.525 0.0293 99.441 87.35 11.53 1.049 0.0650

BURHMJP CALCULATED FROM CHANGES IN HEAVY ELEMENT
ISOTOPIC ABUNDANCES '

s , Pu/U Atom parcent f iss ion due to Total atom Burn-up i n
atom 235 239 241 percent . FIWD/tonna

n o * r a t i o U P" P" f iss ion of U

-4
1. Q.817 x 10 0.1077 0.0186 O.0O0U86 0.1264 1214

2. 1.273X10"3 0.1565 0.04454 0.000226 0.2113 2028
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Table 3

BURN-UP DETERMINATION USING STABLE FISSION BROOUCT 148,Nd

Sample
No.

1

2

3

Pu
U

atom rat io

8.833 x 10*4

8.832 x 10~4

8.815 x 10~4

8.792 x 10"4

8.831 x 10*"4

8.800 x 10~4

1.276 x 10~3

1.281 x 10*3

1.261 x 10~3

4.082 x 10"3

3.978 x 10"3

4.057 x 10* 3 .

U
atom ra t io

2.428 x 10"S

2.419 x 10"S

2.499 x 10"S

2.469 x 10~5

2.427 x 10"5

2.444 x 10"5

3.3B5 x 10"S

3.372 x 10"5

3.360 x 10~6

1.706 x 10* 4

1.679 X 10"?

1.710 x 10"4

Total atom
percent
fission

0.1442

0.1437

0.1484

0.1466

0.1441

0.1451

CT.2008

0.2001

0.1993

1.0012

0.9856

1.0035

Bum-up i n
HUD/tonne
or u

1384

1379

1425

1408

13B4

1393

1928

1921

1914

9S12

9462

9634
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ALL MASSES TAKEN AT
SAME RANGE 0.01 V

140 141 142 143 144 t49 14

FIO.-I MASS SPECTRUM FOR NEODYMIUM BEFORE CERIUM EVAPORATION

140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 146

FIG.-2. MASS SPECTRUM FOR NEODYMIUM AFTER CERIUM EVAPORATION
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APPENDIX.

Schematic Rapraaantation for the Separation and Purification

of U. Pu and Nd from Irradiated Fuel Solution

Stage I

Sample aolution + triple spike 2 3 3U + 2* Pu •

Treated with Fa**, NaN02 and evaporated to dryneea

Taken in 1t1 HNOj,treated with NaNO, and loaded on
, anlon exchange column at 60°C

T
. Cluant containa
fiaaion prodicta

Clute uranium Elute plutonium
with 3.511 HN03 with C.35M HNOj
and use for and uaa for
U.S. anelysia PUS. analyaia

Staoa II

Fiaaion product fraction A from Stage I

Extract uranium in, pra-aquilibratad either in 1»1

Evaporate aqueoua phase to drynaaa, take in loading
aolution and load on anion exchange column at

fcorim temperature

Reject fleet 4 column volumes of washing and elute Nd
with 16 column volumes of eluting aolution



Stage III

Evaporate the Nd solution to dryness, tako in loading
solution and load on 2nd snion exchange column

(Jash the column with wash aalution about 27 column
volumes. Eluta Nd with aluting solution about

5 column volumes

Concentrate and use thia purified Nd for M.S. analysis

Loading solution t 1<# of 1s1 HNQ3 + 9Q# of CĤ OH (V/V)

Eluting solution : 1OJJ of 1t500 HN03 + 90)6 of CH-OH (W/V)

«<ash solution : 10;* of 1»10D HNOj + 90,1 of CRjOH (|//U)

Ion exchange resin: Oouex 1 x 8 , 200-400 mesh

Column dimansions : 10 4 mm, length 25 cm.


